
CC-014 Sequential and Exception TestThe list of sites indicate that only sites allocated for development have beenSequentially Tested, rather than a local regional or Borough-wide alternative approach.CPBC have not taken a “sequential risk-based approach to the location of development”This we consider a major failing of methodology.CPBC can be considered guilty of this approach since the beginning of the whole LocalPlan process, HO23 being a site included as the preferred Castle Point Housing Supplyallocation since the origins of the Core Strategy, whilst being at Risk of more than onesource of Flooding. The opportunity for Canvey Sustainable Urban Regeneration, isbeing neglected by this approach.CPBC CC-010 SFRA level 2 at 3.2 Summary “The majority of the sites will rely on the provision
of adequate emergency planning measures to mitigate the residual risk of tidal flooding in the event
of a breach in the tidal flood defences. It is therefore strongly recommended that the suitability of
locating more residential accommodation on Canvey Island and the capacity of the existing egress
routes off the island is further discussed with the Emergency Planning Team at Castle Point Borough
Council and/or Essex County Council prior to site allocation.”We would reiterate, Canvey exit roads join at Waterside roundabout, which is liable toflood should the Benfleet barrier be left open.Consequently any increase in numbers of people at Risk of Flooding jeopardises theSoundness of the Local Plan. We remain concerned by the drivers behind the approachto the Sequential and Exception Testing.
NPPF 2021CPBC appear not to consider changes to the NPPF, regarding Flood Risk, as beingsignificant, according to their response to your consultation.We enquired directly to the Environment Agency regarding the change of wording ex-Para 162 “zones” now “areas”, their response;
“The change from the use of zones to areas is to reflect the shift of focus for the sequential
test, from doing the sequential test solely based on the flood zones, to now considering all
sources of flooding and future risks – informed by the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment.

The Sequential Test has been driven by this consideration of all sources of flooding for a
number of years and this update is to reflect that. We don’t anticipate that the change will
bring the need for any changes of approach as the 2018 NPPF said “the sequential
approach should be used in areas known to be at risk now or in the future from any form
of flooding.”. The Sequential Test is part of the sequential approach and it also stated that
“the strategic flood risk assessment will provide the basis for applying this test” – i.e. not
just the flood zones.”” 1

1 MHCLG in response to our enquiry for explanation via K.Moore Environment Agency



“The EA has issued an update to climate change allowances for Flood Risk Assessments,which significantly changes the river flow allowances, apparently to reflect the greaterrisk of flooding caused by climate change.” 2
EXM-056 Environment Agency Note Flood Risk RequirementsTE2100 requirements for Canvey Island
“Indicative flood defence raising requirements are as follows: • About 0.3m in 2040 (to a
level of 6.7m AOD) • A further 1.4m in 2070 (to a level of 8.1m AOD)

The amount of raising for these designs was 0.7m and 2.5m respectively. These are greater
than the required raising amounts of 0.3m in 2040 and a total of 1.7m in 2070.

In this example, the ‘low raise’ can be accommodated with relatively small changes to the
existing defence profile. Thus the defence raising required in 2040 (of about 0.3m) should
be achievable without changing the footprint of the defences. However the ‘high raise’
design creates a high and very unattractive concrete wall.”The initial raising of the Canvey Island sea defence is required just 7 years beyond theend of the Local Plan lifetime.The second raising of the Canvey sea defence is required 2070, well within the so called100 year “Lifetime” of a Dwelling!All indications are that the latest Climate Change predictions are for weather events tobecome more frequent. Canvey is susceptible to extreme Rainstorms overwhelming thedrainage system. 3Canvey is also at threat of the effects of Sea Level rise. Whilst the Strategic Flood RiskAssessment makes allowance for Climate Change, the change itself and its effects areincreasing.This Local Plan intends to increase the numbers of people at Risk from these effects.“As we are aware the effects of Climate Change are interconnected. CO2 levels reached
record levels in 2020, the past decade was the hottest on record, - Bright white sea ice
plays an important role in reflecting heat from the Sun back out into space - but the Arctic
is heating twice as quickly as the rest of the world - Across the northern hemisphere,
permafrost, the ground that remains frozen year round for two or more years is warming
rapidly. When air temperatures reached 38C in Siberia in the summer of 2020, land
temperatures in several parts of the Arctic Circle hit a record 45C, accelerating the
thawing of permafrost - Permafrost contains a huge amount of greenhouse gases,

2 Cornerstone (cornerstonebarristers.com) The NPPF and Climate Crisis-Some Movement; and Opportunities
for Local Design Codes.
3 EXM-051 - Canvey Island Flood Investigation Report 2014.pdf [pdf] 2MB



including CO2 and methane, which are released into the atmosphere as it thaws. - Since
1990 the world has lost 178 million hectares of forest.” 4The EA make no mention of any intention to improve or the raising of the weakest partsof the Sea Defence, the parts made of Clay Embankments. These are most relevant tosites HO23 and HO24 and with Climate Change affecting Sea Level Rise the East HavenCreek will likely be expected to store a higher level of tidal water than currentlyrequired.The current EA works at Canvey seafront are remedial and investigative.Sea level rise, will increase the water pressure on the sea defences leading to increasedquantities of water seeping under the sea defences, as they do now, causing even morethan the current saturation levels of the Canvey ground conditions. Groundinvestigations at site HO23 water table levels have been found to be under Tidalinfluence.
EXM-057 Environment Agency Note: Flood Risk PermitsThis Permit is well intended.As was, a jointly produced document between the EA and CPBC entitled “Tidal Flood
Risk and Development on Canvey Island. Advice for small developments of less than 10
dwellings.”The very first sentence reads; “Flooding can threaten lives and cause substantial damage
to properties. Whilst it cannot be wholly prevented, its impacts can be avoided and
reduced through good planning and management.”However, despite being published in 2012, not once over the last decade have either theEA or CPBC referred to this within their Development Proposal considerations.This Flood Risk Permit gives no cause for expectation that this will be a workingplanning document, beyond the near future.
DV-007 Castle Point Local Plan and CIL Viability Addendum HO23No allowance for TE2100 contributions has been sought by CPBC nor allowed for in theViability appraisal.The assessment is dated January 2021 since then both Brexit and Covid have addedconsiderably to the Building costs and materials.A realistic revision is required to allow for extra costs and addressing the TE2100funding shortfall.
4 The state of the climate in 2021 - BBC Future



Policy HO25 Land at Thorney Bay“Note on Revised Policy Wording” document.Paragraph 2 reference is made “to deliver a Park Home development for retirees.”This is incorrect, Homes are advertised as being available to the “over 50’s”. Thereforeowners should be considered economically active.
10.106 “the provision of Roscommon Way through the site, which will be raised to provide
a clear evacuation route in the event of a flood”The probability of land being available for the Roscommon Way, the funding for theextension plus the fact that the junctions of the existing Roscommon Way are not raisedthereby NOT creating “a clear evacuation route in the event of a flood” brings intoquestion this claim.
EXM-051 - Canvey Island Flood Investigation Report 2014.pdf [pdf] 2MBWhilst the number of homes flooded is accepted as being higher than numbersreported, the difficulties for residents in flooded homes to receive information andphysical assistance, the EA struggling to access the Island to repair and restart Pumpingequipment, the failure of the Canvey Drainage System and the lack of response frompartner agencies, are all recorded within this document.This event and Report should serve as a reminder that, no matter how many Policies areformed, no matter how good Plans are put in place, it is not until an actual event occursto test Canvey’s resilience do we learn that Responses do not match the Needs.During 2014 the CPBC Scrutiny Committee held a series of meetings concerning the2014 Summer Flooding, attended by, and with input from the relevant Agencies andResidents. Residents were given time to express their experiences and the Agenciesmade apologies, and promises of future improvements to the broken condition of thedrainage system and need for improved maintenance. It is safe to say theseimprovements have yet to materialise, it would have been helpful to have the ScrutinyCommittee meetings Minutes available as Local Plan additional Evidence, unfortunatelyMinutes have never been produced.
EXM-049 Coastal Communities Initiative, Canvey Island Team, Economic Plan 2017
“The lack of investment has left the town centre having a tired environment with outdated
designs, unappetising streetscapes and ineffective traffic management resulting in a poor
experience for visitors and a catalyst for anti-social behaviour. This has led to a general
cycle of decline in the vibrancy and prosperity of the area which in turn has impacted the
quality of retail mix and leisure offering. As a result the town centre is an ineffective heart
of the local community”



The Local Plan highlights a “missed opportunity” by CPBC in failing to secure fundingtowards Town Centre Regeneration, Revitalisation, and Brownfield redevelopmentopportunities, rather than developing land that is not only Green Belt but serves asflood attenuation areas.The Economic Challenges illustrated within the document indicate an admittance to theRisks and Deficiencies of Canvey, whilst the Costs and Fundings reveal the level ofreliance on outside sources for most of the projects.
DSH-015 Archaeological Evaluation HO23This evaluation did not disturb the actual Saltern, rather it spent time surveying theadjoining area, during a particularly wet period. No significant finds were made. Webelieve this adds to the importance of the physical feature itself, that being the onlyevidence of the land’s historic use.Historic England’s representative made strong emphasis of the importance of protectingthe setting of the site, in relation to the field directly to the West of the Red Hill.To us it appears somewhat absurd to not give equal weight to the importance to thefield to the south. This field directly abuts the Saltern, to introduce a HousingDevelopment adjacent to the historic site would equally disturb the setting andintroduce likely physical damage to the visual feature, via human invasion of the site asa recreational area.
DSH-014Consideration should be given to this 1994 document’s removal as reference is made to
“300 known Red Hills’” however, Historic England’s submission and representative’scontribution during the oral Examination made clear the current rarity of the CanveyRed Hill, Saltern, thereby emphasising their rapid disappearance as visual historic sites.
TPC-016 Access to Canvey Study 2017Date of the study means that findings and recommendations do not allow for thecontinued growth in Retail and Business development at West Canvey.This has, and will continue to lead to an increase in vehicles leaving Canvey Islandtravelling to Benfleet and A130 Canvey Way, having Right of Way at the Waterside FarmRoundabout over the Flow of Vehicles South bound on Canvey Way. The A130 being a“clear evacuation route in the event of a Flood” or hazardous incident.


